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materials focused on one of the most significant battles in European history. It includes all the primary sources for The Battle of Hastings. Sources and Interpretations - RI OPAC 13 Mar 2018. Sources for historical research: Secondary sources History, Bayeux Tapestry, Book titled: The Battle of Hastings: sources and interpretations. The Battle of Hastings: Sources and Interpretations 1. - AbeBooks This activity focuses on the battle itself, therefore to get the most out of it students should have an. visit to the onsite Visitor Centre at 1066 Battle of Hastings, Abbey and Battlefield which contains historical Note on historical interpretation. Battle of Hastings - Sussex Record Society The Battle of Hastings: Sources and Interpretations. Warfare in History. Rochester, N.Y.: Boydell Press. 1996. Pp. xxxii, 230. $53.00. ISBN 1-085115-593-6.